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‘All the Dead Yale Men’ a case against Ivy League
All the Dead Yale Men
By Craig Nova
Counterpoint Press
337 pages, $26.00

By William L. Morris
N E WS BOOK R E V IE W ER

Overeducated and underemployed.
It seems an apt topic for our
times, especially now that women
outnumber and outrank men at our
great universities, only to be faced
with maternity leaves that interrupt
careers that often never start again.
You could pick on any good school
but why not the Ivy League and then –
for that matter – why not Yale?
According to Craig Nova, those
nasty tricks taught at fraternities and
secret societies at Ivy League schools
when men ruled the roost gave men
a leg up in business and the way
they ran their personal lives. But as
soon as those schools went coed, the
bullying ceased because women don’t
go out with bullies. Now generations
of Yalies have to muddle through
without this unfair advantage.
A better title for this novel might
be “The Mackinnon Stain.” Nova is
returning to the Mackinnon family
of one of his best early novels, “The
Good Son,” where the son is working
through issues with eccentric parents.
Now the son in the first book is the
father and his son, Frank, is trying to
do the same thing – not become his
father. The fact that Frank’s daughter,
Pia (another Yalie), is determined
to end the Mackinnon Stain by not
having children further complicates
matters.
Rereading Thucydides and
Marcus Aurelius does little to help
our overeducated but underemployed
public prosecutor, Frank. As his

Novelist Craig Nova returns
to the Mackinnon family of
“The Good Son.”

career founders he manages to live
on the remains of his family fortune
in a house near Harvard Square and
a farm in the Delaware River Valley.
His father, Chip, had difficulties with
his father, Pops (these tricksters don’t
even have real names). Like them,
Frank went to Yale, but if the tricks
were still being taught, he didn’t take
to them. By the time Pia went to Yale
the tricks were no longer taught.
Though the tricks are gone, the
stain continues. Deciding not to use
your education and your connections
to get rich doesn’t spare you from

your inherited nature. Frank is a
great chess player and very competitive. He loves beating the con man
Pia has brought home. Frank also has
trouble with cars as did his father. The
boyfriend suggests a cheap mechanic,
Stas, who specializes in stolen parts.
Frank feels strangely at home in his
shabby office and he reveals how
disappointed he is with his daughter’s
choice. Soon the boyfriend stops
showing up, and Stas says Frank owes
him.
Lawyers are usually good at
making tough phone calls, but
Frank lets things slide. He shares
Nova’s inability to connect the dots.
The novel is sprinkled with dubious
happenings. For example, when Pia
suspects that her boyfriend has met
an untimely end, she experiences
none of the stages of denial and goes
straight to her father’s library and
reads him every assassination in
Thucydides.
More unconvincing coincidences
arrive with the appearance of Pauline,
Frank’s hippie girlfriend from the
distant past. Their relationship ended
when she went to jail for breaking a
jewelry store window so she could
touch some diamonds, diamonds that
she hoped Frank would get for her
through legal means. Now decades
later she happens to be great friends
with Pia’s missing boyfriend even
though they are worlds apart in age
and lifestyle. Despite the fact that
Frank ignores Stas’ requests for a
return favor and talks with no one
about it, Pauline figures out that
Frank has a problem with Stas and
that she can solve it. So 25 years after
their last meeting, she reveals to
Frank that the man he was supposed
to have had killed is alive. Ergo,
Frank owes Stas no favors. Even more

surprising is that Frank does nothing
with this information until the day of
his daughter’s wedding.
Unlikely as these coincidences are,
they help relieve Nova of the burden
of being enslaved to the narrative.
He simply moves on to another story,
leaving the wreckage of the last in the
back of the reader’s mind. We have no
choice but to focus on the Mackinnon
Stain, which is the only thing holding
these stories together.
What Nova really wants to write
about is nature. Much of the novel
is set on an old family farm near the
Delaware River. It takes three to four
hours to drive from Harvard Square
to the Delaware River, but people are
going back and forth as if by private
jet. But Frank needs the Delaware
River because it has bears. He has
learned nothing about living from
the human predators from whom he’s
descended, so he has to learn from the
few predators left in nature and those
females – like his grandmother and
Pauline – who are still in touch with
nature.
His grandmother’s diary reveals
the real genius of the family, the side
that doesn’t simply mow down nature
with guns and motorcars. It also helps
Pia get over her obsession with the
Mackinnon Stain. She’s convinced her
children will have epilepsy because
her cousin has fits. The grandmother’s diary reveals that the epileptic
cousin isn’t really a Mackinnon but an
offspring from an affair she had. Free
of the Mackinnon Stain, Pia decides
to marry a Harvard man.
But Frank isn’t stain-free yet. In
order for the wedding to happen
Frank has to kill the bear that has
been wandering around his farm
for years. The Girl Scout camp that
shares the farm won’t let them use the

only room that’s big enough for the
reception unless Frank kills the bear.
It’s been terrifying the campers.
The bear doesn’t put up a fight.
He’s as miserable as Frank, relegated
to eating other people’s garbage and
chasing the occasional Girl Scout
through the forest.
Frank has two tasks remaining.
He finally buys Pauline the diamonds
she wanted so many years before. But
she casually flushes them down the
toilet. Women like her don’t want to
own nature; they want to be it.
Men like to own nature; they
retreat to it; they sell off parts of it;
they shoot things in it, but women
like Frank’s grandmother and Pauline
worship it. This goes back to Eve,
whose love of nature endeared her
to Adam after the fall. And it’s what
saves Frank.
The Mackinnon Stain finally
removed, Frank and his wife are in
an airplane flying the polar route
to Rome. This is her reward for not
asking why the police were shooting
Stas and his hoodlum friends in the
graveyard outside the church where
their daughter was being married.
Over the North Pole the pilot buzzes a
polar bear running over “dry riverbeds.” It doesn’t matter that there are
no dry riverbeds at the North Pole and
that pilots don’t buzz anything after
9/11.
If you don’t realize by this time
that facts run through Nova’s fingers
like water in an unspoiled stream,
that he’s only interested in the surface
of these tiny rivulets he compares to
mercury, you don’t get Nova – or bears
for that matter.
William L. Morris was the News’ first
poetry editor and now lives and writes
in Florida.
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‘Dreadful’ captures tortured spirit of John Horne Burns
Dreadful: The Short
Life and Gay Times of
John Horne Burns

By David Margolick
Other Press
382 pages, $28.95

By Colin Dabkowski
N E WS BOOK R E V IE W ER

It is too often the fate
of great talents to destroy
themselves.
And few American authors
living and writing in the 20th
century brought about their
own oblivion with more flare or
blinding speed than John Horne
Burns, who produced one of the
greatest novels to emerge from
World War II and then promptly
vanished into history like a puff
of poisonous smoke.
In his excellent new
biography, “Dreadful: The
Short Life and Gay Times of
John Horne Burns,” David
Margolick has plunged his
hands into the messy annals of
American literary history and
rescued a singular author from
obscurity.
His book paints a nuanced,
engrossing and less-thanflattering picture of Burns,
a self-styled and flamboyant
character out of Oscar Wilde
acknowledged by even his
closest friends and admirers
to be an insufferable genius.
The broken man Margolick
gives us, across 382 pages
of sensitive and meticulous
reportage, is a heartbreaking product of his time and
circumstances.
Burns was born and raised
in insular New England,
making his way through a

typically upper-crust education. His life’s tragic trajectory
went like this: Andover,
Harvard, a stint teaching at
a Connecticut private school,
wartime service in Africa and
Italy, a brief return to teaching
and finally his death abroad
and disappearance into the
great unknown.
In his 36 years, Burns
produced one enduring piece
of literature: the 1947 book
“The Gallery,” a collection
of vignettes set in wartime
Naples that chronicled the
seedier doings of American
Army men and their Italian
hosts that was praised far
and wide for its honesty and
lyricism. Some of its champions included John Dos Pasos,
Ernest Hemingway, Gore Vidal
and practically every working literary critic writing in
English at the time.
What’s most remarkable
about the book – even more
remarkable because most criticism and praise of it at the time
overlooked it entirely – is its
frank portrayal of homosexuality among American troops and
Italian citizens in war-weary
surroundings. Margolick
describes one chapter set in a
Neapolitan bar which may or
may not have existed as the
“apotheosis” of Burns’ always
simmering desire to bring
gay subject matter into the
light. In his research, try as he
did, Margolick was unable to
discover any evidence that the
place ever existed.
“It seems more likely than
not, then, that Burns made the
whole thing up, creating an
elaborate fantasy of openness

John Horne Burns, a prickly figure who nearly vanished
into literary obscurity, comes back to life in David
Margolick’s sensitive biography.

and tolerance to challenge his
storytelling skills, proclaim
who he was, defend his culture
and his friends, and plead for
greater understanding and
acceptance.”
The fact that almost no
one took notice, or cared to
acknowledge, that central
achievement of Burns’

masterwork, goes a long
way toward illustrating his
incurable dissatisfaction, his
boundless insecurity bordering on self-hate and his likely
deadly alcoholism.
After Burns’ years as an
officer in the Army, during
which he saw no action and
worked largely as a censor

Still See My Father Walking
By Maria Sebastian
You never remembered the attack,
your body right to have you sleep awhile.
But we paid every day – the toll, size, mess of it.
When they said you’d be fine, we believed them.
You recovered well, faster than expected,
though your mind never balanced again.
I felt relieved when you passed, years on,
for the promised “fine” never came.
You paced the busy boulevard alone; some days
I couldn’t stop to comfort you, just continued on,

watching your cabbie hat and jacket
shrink in my side-view mirror.
I wished away your nervous walk,
a didn’t-do-it stride mastered in childhood.
Your plan most days: to find cheaper cigarettes,
and someone new to listen.
Poet and singer-songwriter MARIA SEBASTIAN will
join poet Perry Nicholas in a reading from their new
joint chapbook “The Company We Keep” at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday as featured guests of the Screening Room
Reading Series, 3131 Sheridan Drive in Amherst. She
will join musician John Brady for a set of original
acoustic songs to open the evening.

while spending great chunks
of time performing classical
music for other servicemen,
things went directly downhill.
He returned to his teaching
post at the Loomis School (now
Loomis Chaffee) in Windsor,
Conn., where he put the finishing touches on “The Gallery”
and began work on his second
novel. That follow-up, “Lucifer
With a Book,” was a merciless send-up of the culture at
Loomis that included cruel
and thinly veiled caricatures
of his fellow teachers and
administrators. It was roundly
trounced by critics, and
in Margolick’s description
seems to embody all of Burns’
childish and self-destructive
tendencies.
He quotes former Loomis
student Phillip Isenberg,
who among others attributes
Burns’ second novel to a kind
of incurable self-loathing
and sense of being ill-at-ease
that had been with him ever
since he was a child: “He
hated himself and he spewed
it all over the landscape on
everyone else,” Isenberg said.
“His suffering was palpable,
even when I was a 15- or
16-year-old kid. His face was
flush, his eyes darted around.
He was just never comfortable
with himself.”
After the brilliance of
Burns’ wartime letters to
friends and former students
back home and the glory of his
first novel, it’s utterly painful to
read the details of his demise.
As he tried in vain to reproduce
the vitality and spontanaeity of
“The Gallery,” he sank deeper
into his own distorted ego

and his output grew steadily
worse. He drank to excess. And
finally, he died under mysterious circumstances in a seaside
Italian town in 1953.
For better and mostly for
worse, for a generation of gay
writers living and working
in America, self-loathing was
an inescapable part of their
life and work. Some writers,
like Gore Vidal, molded that
feeling into a fantastic defense
mechanism that imbued his
writing with a scalding wit and
self-confidence and seemed
to propel itself to ever-greater
heights. Others, like Truman
Capote and countless schoolteachers and promising term
paper writers who succumbed
to the silent tortures of
homophobia before they could
make an audible peep, allowed
those social pressures to
destroy them.
That doesn’t take away one
little bit from their accomplishments, nor should it. Vidal, in a
quote toward the end of Margolick’s excellent book that includes
evidence of his own inflated ego,
may have put it best:
“Extreme circumstances
made him write a book which
was better than his talent, an
unbearable fate for an ambitious artist who wants to go
on, but cannot; all later work
shadowed by the splendid
accident of a moment’s genius.
I suspect that once Burns
realized his situation, he in
fact chose not to go on, and
between Italian brandy and
Italian sun contrived to stop.”
Colin Dabkowski is The News’
art and theater critic.

Poetry & Literary Calendar

A list of readings and workshops (July 14-20)
MoNDAY, 7:15 P.M.: Reading and book
signing with Buffalo native Kerry Langan,
author of “Only Beautiful & Other Stories”
(Wising Up Press, 2009). Dog Ears Bookstore,
688 Abbott Road.
TueSDAY, 7 P.M.: Circleformance Series
reading featuring poets Ryki Zuckerman
and Sinead Tyrone. Zuckerman, an artist,
educator, poet, literary event organizer and
longtime co-editor of Earth’s Daughters
magazine, will read from her new poetry collection “Looking for Bora Bora” (Saddle Road
Press). Additional reading slots available.
Meridian West Gallery, 1209 Hertel Ave. $5.
WeDNeSDAY, 6:15 P.M.: Spotlight on
Youth: Open format performance showcase
for Western New York area young artists,
age 12 to 21. Trinity Place Courtyard, 371

Delaware Ave. Call Just Buffalo at 832-5400
for information.
WeDNeSDAY, 7:30P.M.: The Screening
Room Series reading featuring poets Perry
Nicholas and Maria Sebastian reading from
their new collaborative chapbook “The Company We Keep.” Sebastian, also widely known
as a singer-songwriter, will join musician
John Brady for a set of original acoustic songs
to open the evening. Additional reading slots
available. Northtown Plaza Business Center,
3131 Sheridan Drive, Amherst. $2.
THurSDAY, 7 To 9:30 P.M.: Tangential Readings, open format poetry, prose and
spoken-word performance series hosted by
George Georgakis. This month’s featured
reader is poet and literary activist Gene Grabiner. Rust Belt Books, 202 Allen St. $2.

